Conditions are found for the convergence of interpolatory product integration rules and the corresponding companion rules for the class of Riemann-integrable functions. These conditions are used to prove convergence for several classes of rules based on sets of zeros of orthogonal polynomials possibly augmented by one or both of the endpoints of the integration interval.
Introduction
In the study of the convergence of interpolatory product integration rules, it is much easier to establish results for C, the space of continuous functions than for R, the space of Riemann-integrable functions. This is so since convergence in C follows easily from results on mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation which are proved for C. On the other hand, the extension of these results to R may require the setting up of some complicated machinery as was done by Sloan and Smith [5] and by Rabinowitz [3] who followed in their footsteps. In the present paper we shall prove a general theorem which will enable us to extend convergence results in C to similar results in R. In addition, we shall give an additional sufficient condition for the convergence of the companion rule defined in [5] . We shall then apply this theorem to recover the results in [5] and [3] as well as to prove some new results. Unfortunately, this theorem will not enable us to extend to R the convergence results in [2] in those cases not covered in [3] . However, by applying the ideas used in the proof of our theorem, we shall be able to extend all the results in [2] to the space R.
Preliminaries
We shall be concerned with integrals of the form
where k e L 1 and / e R. We shall approximate these integrals by integration rules of the form
i-i
where the sets X n = {x in : / = 1,...,«} are specified in advance and the w in (k) are chosen such that /"(/; k) = I(kf) whenever / e P B _i, the space of all polynomials of degree < n -1. If we define the Lagrange interpolating poly is a Gauss rule when r = s = 0, a Lobatto rule when r = J = 1 and a Radau rule when r + s = 1 and it is exact for all / G i^n-i-i-*• A particular admissible weight function which has been studied in [2] and [3] is the generalized smooth Jacobi weight function. We say that w e GSJ if w(x) = *(*)(1 -x)"(l + xY fl \* k -4", We shall now introduce some notation from [5] for norms of functions and operators. The space L q p) , 1 < q < oo, where p is a nonnegative measurable function that vanishes on at most a set of measure zero, is the space of measurable functions g for which
If p e L q , the norm | | L J |^ of the Lagrangian interpolation operator is given by 
Then we can find a polynomial K' of degree m so that 
i-i
Finally, for n sufficiently large so that m + n < en, we have that 
e R, it follows that
proving the first part of our theorem.
To prove convergence of the companion rule, it suffices to show that First, we have as before that (v) , so that for any bounded function g,
Combining these concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
REMARK. Theorem 1 has been stated in terms of the convergence of /"(/; it) -* I(kf) for spaces of k and / . Using Theorem 5 in [5] , the statement could equally well have been in terms of the equivalent Lagrangian mean convergence for continuous functions. [4] for r = s = 0 and in [6] for r = s = 1. The proof for the case r + s = 1 is similar to, and even simpler than, the proof in [6] .
For r = s = 0, this result was proved in [5] . For the other cases, the result is new.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0334270000005713 (5) . Assume that k and w satisfy the following conditions:
e L p for some p > 1. Then p e L ? . Furthermore »v e A and the rule /"(/; w) based on Z n is a Gauss, Radau or Lobatto rule depending on r and s. Since the conditions on p, w and A: are such that /"(/; it) -» /(fc/) for all / G C [2] , it follows as in the proof of Corollary 1 that the above holds for all / e R and for the companion rule. This corollary yields the same result as Theorem 1' in [3] in a much simpler fashion. However, it does not cover the case when w is not admissible. For some such w, we still have convergence for all / G C[2\. In the next theorem, we shall prove the same for all / e R as well as for the companion rule. 
Setting
we have that wK e L<, o) where a = l/( vv<r ' J) P)> an( J P is given by (7). Hence we can find a polynomial K' of degree m such that \\w(K -A"')||^o
Hence, as before, the first two terms on the right hand side of (8) are small. For the third term, we shall show that where / In (x) = />"_,_,(*; w)/(x completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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